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Committee on Copyrights and Recording, 1963-75

Box 1:

Correspondence, minutes, proposals, 1963-64
8 meetings: October 15, 1964-May 6, 1965, correspondence, minutes, contracts and reports, 1964-65
Correspondence and minutes, 1964-65
Correspondence, notes, proposals (2 folders, 1964-66
Correspondence, proposals, notes, minutes, policies, 1966-69
Correspondence, minutes, notes (2 folders), 1968-70
Correspondence, proposals, information on Copyright Procedure and Policy, 1972-73
Correspondence, news clippings, policy statements (University of Illinois and others), 1971-75
Correspondence, 1971-75

Case File: Subject

Daniel Alpert
Plato Case: correspondence, proposals, policy statements, news clippings, 1975

N. M. Bedford
Western Electric Case: correspondence, agreement: Software, 1972

University of Illinois
Great Plains Instructional Television Library Case: correspondence, agreement: University of Illinois and GPITL, 1973

S. Markle and P. Tieman
Film; "Programming is a Process" Case: correspondence, 1973

University of Illinois
Film; "In Order to Change" Case: correspondence, background report, agreement, 1973-74

Harvey Treseer
Film; "A New Model for Interprofessional Cooperation": correspondence, agreement, 1974

Paul Jacobs
"Representative Performance Objectives for High School English": correspondence, policy statements, 1972-73

--
Illinois Teheran Research Unit: correspondence, agreement, 1974

Paul R. Keenan
Copyrights Meeting of Area Universities: correspondence concerning meeting in St. Louis during February 1973

--
Director Charles J. McIntyre Cases: correspondence, policy statements concerning various cases including the Director of the Office of Instructional Resources, 1970-71

W. W. McMahon
"Investment in Higher Education": correspondence, copyright agreement, contract, 1973-74
C. J. McIntyre
Tapes; "Chem. 102B": correspondence, 1974
Anne M. Heinz and Elizabeth Schaal
Film; "Out of the Home and into the House": correspondence, background information on film, 1975
James Snyder
Computer Software: correspondence, 1975
R. E. Spencer-L. M. Aleamoni
MERMAC Manuals and Computer Tapes: correspondence, background information, 1969-72

Textbook Royalty Payments to Author for Classroom Use: correspondence, news clippings (copy), royalty statement (John Wiley and Sons, Inc.), 1973-74
Barry Munitz
Permission to Quote Matters Copyrighted by the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois: correspondence, news clipping, 1975
R. W. Woodhead and D. W. Halprin
Constructo Game: correspondence, background information, Civil Engineering Research Series #14, 1972

Cases filed by name: person/department

Alsberg, Peter (Computer Program): correspondence, 1967-68
Arkweight, Marjorie ("Famous Recipes from the Illini Union): correspondence, minutes, November 1968
Bareither, Harlan D. and Schillinger, Jerry L., ("Translating the Educational Program of the University into Physical Facility Requirements"): correspondence, February-April 1967
Broudy, Harry S. (Philosophy of Education Project): correspondence, proposal, example of trial material, 1966-67
Cronbach, Lee (Royalties for unnamed book): correspondence, 1968
English Curriculum Lab (Curricular Materials): correspondence, May 1967
Eraut, Michael ("Instructional Materials in Remedial Mathematics"): correspondence, proposals, minutes
Fox, Ann (Library Science Tele-lecture): correspondence, background information on Tele-lecture, 1969
Kingery, Alan; Berg, Rudy and Schillinger, Beth ("History of the College of Engineering"): correspondence, December 1966
Morgan, Bruce W. (An Introduction to the Bayesian Approach to Statistical Decision Theory"): correspondence, proposals, 1967
Smith, E. G., (Video-taped geography lessons): correspondence, background information, 1968-69
Swanson, Gwen and Tibbetts, Charlene (Materials from English Curriculum Lab): correspondence, 1967
Griffin ("Videotaped Instruction"): correspondence, 1970
Johnston, Ben ("musical artifacts" in Experimental Music Studio); correspondence, background information, 1969
Kamii, Constance and DeVries, Rheta ("Piaget for Early Childhood Education: A Curriculum Guide"): correspondence, background information, 1971
McCluney, Daniel C., Jr., (Vice Chancellor) (Ypsilanti, Michigan Public School Agreement): correspondence, proposal, November 1970
Philosophy of Science Symposium Papers: correspondence, September 1969
Read, Hadley (Sharing of Royalties with College of Agriculture): correspondence, proposal, 1970-77
Rolland, Paul ("String Research Project"): correspondence, proposals, contracts, agreements, minutes, 1970-71
Salinger, Richard F. P. ("Device for Teaching Children to Tell Time"): correspondence, written description, 1969-70
Tibbetts, Charlene and Levy, Edward R. ("Rhetoric in Thought and Writing"): correspondence, proposals, minutes, 1970-71